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We formulate the problem of Video on Demand

(VOD) from a resource allocation perspective. In partic-

ular, we introduce the decision element into a movie-

vending environment, which complements the current

approaches. In contrast with the more traditional re-

source allocation problems (e.g., machine scheduling,

call control, etc.), the problem possesses the distinc-

tive bunching property, which stands for the feasibility

of several requests being served by one resource (chan-

nel).

Most published works and on-going projects seem

to share a common view on the basic architecture for

VOD services: The movies are stored in a central video

server, which may be connected to other servers over

a high bandwidth WAN. The video server is connected

by a high-capacity fiber link to local distribution cen-

ters (hubs), from which coax cables are used to broad-

cast to the households. In this architecture, there ap-

pears to be two major bottlenecks: a) The limited

number of broadcast channels available on the coax

cable (shared by many homes); and b) the number of

movies which the server is able to transmit concur-

rently. Previous works and current implementations

attempt to achieve, under these constraints:

● Full Video on Demand: Whenever a user’s re-

quest for a movie arrives, it is immediately served,

provided there is capacity (a channel) available,

rejected otherwise.

● Near Video on Demand: A fixed set of movies

is played regularly, at fixed time intervals.

It is immediate that either policy may poorly utilize

the available resources. The purpose of this work is to
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investigate the intermediate terrain that lies between

the two extreme policies. Indeed, we introduce the de-

cision element in the video service architecture, which

leads to the concept of

● Adaptive Video on Demand: Upon arrival,

a movie request is accepted and served (possibly

with some delay), or rejected. The decision as to

whether accept or reject (and the amount of delay)

is made by a scheduling algorithm.

Our motivation is to complement approaches based on

predicting demand for movies (i.e., Near VOD), are best

suited for popular movies, but inappropriate for more

unusual selections. This leads us to investigate the

problem in an on-line fashion, namely, having to accept

or reject a movie request without the knowledge of

future requests.

COMP. II NO I Ref. by choice I-Iu

RATIO Tef. Imm. Not. - Delayed Not.

Lower bound p +-
=+1 - P In p/2

Algorithm p P O(ln p)

Table 1: Our results.

We show upper and lower bounds on the compet-

itive ratio of on-line movie scheduling algorithms for

the most natural scenarios. Let c denote the number

of available channels, m the number of movies and u

the number of users. Also let p ‘~f u/c. Our results

are summarized in Table 1. In particular, for the more

natural case of Tefusal by choice with delayed notifi-

cation, we present Harmonic, a channel pre-partition

algorithm that exhibits an asymptotically optimal be-

havior. The algorithm stipulates that any movie shown

on a channel in class Ci must have been requested by

at least i users.

Furthermore, we compare the performances of the

different algorithms under more realistic distributions

of requests. Our studies show a strong performance

advantage of Harmonic compared to the more straight-

forward Exponential algorithm, Near, and variants of

Full VOD.
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